
About Sorelle Gallery: Sorelle Gallery specializes in a wide 
variety of contemporary art from both emerging and 
established artists. Our experienced staff serves both 
residential and corporate clients and is able to provide 
worldwide acquisition resources. Our focus is on each 
individual client and we will support you in selecting art that 
best serves your vision. We offer monthly exhibitions, lectures, 
and demonstrations that are designed to showcase important 
talent. 

For further information, please contact  
Rafaella LaRoche at 203-920-1900  

Rafaella@sorellegallery.com 
 

Summer Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10-5 
Email: info@sorellegallery.com 
Web: www.sorellegallery.com 

Facebook: facebook.com/sorellenewcanaan 
Twitter: twitter.com/Sorelle_Gallery 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 
 
 
 
84 Main Street 
New Canaan, CT 06850 
203-920-1900 
info@sorellegallery.com 
 
Please join us in New Canaan, CT on Friday September 12th from 5:00pm to 8:00pm to 
celebrate the Lecture and Opening Reception of, “My Beautiful Truth” by Julia 
Contacessi. Lecture begins at 5:30PM. 
 
NEW CANAAN, CT—Sorelle Gallery is pleased to announce our 1st lecture & solo 
exhibition of paintings by artist Julia Contacessi. The lecture and exhibition will take 
place on September 12th from 5:00pm to 8:00pm. The lecture will start at 5:30pm. The 
show will stay on display through September 24, 2014.  
 
If calm and serene had a voice, what would it say? Or, the smile of sunlight... where 
would it's curve lead us? Maybe, like water, these truths come to life by taking the 
shape of their surroundings. Their voices are an echo, and their form a reflection. 
  
My beautiful truth is just that. It's a place where a finished canvas is just the beginning. 
Where resting comfortably - on a hook in this wall - provides a different point of view 
than if hanging on that wall. It's where, the end is where life begins.  
 
Artist’s Statement 
 
‘When you layer on the paint just right, so that it dances across a wash of another 
color, a new level of dimension is created, Combine that dimension with the 
exploration of color and I’ve just begun to capture something meaningful. My style is 
single-minded and focused on the simplicity of beauty in the moment. My goal is to 
drown out the noise and clutter to find a sense of calm through light. The end result is 
clean, fresh and modern.’ 
 
 
 
 


